
OUR VISION
Our vision was to implement a comprehensive and sustainable food
waste reduction system in the school cafeteria. We first envisioned
raising student awareness through informative presentations, which
would provide us with valuable data to guide our systematic
approach. The ultimate goal was to introduce a food separation
system that would divert a portion of the food waste to composting
facilities, while the remaining edible food would be donated to local
shelters. This holistic strategy helping minimize the school's
environmental impact and support the local community was our main
vision. OUR MISSION
Our mission is to reduce food waste by at least 70%, starting from our
school, through the global goals we have chosen. We aimed to create a
lasting impact by applying a food waste reduction program containing
many different perspectives and methods step by step to address the
challenges we encountered through the process. Through our
collaborative efforts, we have made significant strides in laying the
groundwork for a comprehensive food waste reduction program in our
school. By raising awareness, gathering data, and proposing systemic
changes, we hope to ensure that the food waste reduction initiatives we
start can be sustained well into the future.

TEAM ROLES (FROM LEFT TO
RIGHT)

Eyşan Pala: Meeting arranger
(to obtain permission for
official work to be done with
the school), compost
consultant, co-presenter,
statistics survey extractor
Deniz Yatağanbaba: Founder,
co-presenter, composter,
survey maker, project team
representer at official school
meetings

I will listen to your ideas
in order to make our

school more sustainable! School Principle
GÜLŞAH ÇEKİÇ

Our project calls out the next
generation to action and
raises awareness of our target
of audience on the 12th global
goal of responsible
consumption and production
from a young age. By
educating our peers and
teachers about the
environmental, social, and
economic impacts of food
waste, we are promoting
responsible consumption
practices. We are proposing
systemic changes to reduce
food waste. Including
implementation measures
such as portion control, tray-
less dining, composting
programs, or improvements in
the quality of the food. These
changes aim to promote more
sustainable production and
consumption patterns within
the school environment. 

Ada Çelik: Co-presenter, communicator
and timer with the animal shelter,
photographer, survey maker
Tarık İlci: Team leader, filler of team forms
from GSL site, technical coordinator of the
project, schedule creator
Aras Özer: Transaction logger, schedule
compliance checker, photographer

Effective waste management systems, including the separation of food
waste, contribute to the resilience of cities. By reducing the amount of
organic waste sent to schools, cities can reduce the risk of environmental
pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, and potential health hazards
associated with improper waste disposal. In our project, while adjusting
our school cafeteria to be suitable for food waste separation boxes, 

we greatly contributed
to the sustainability of
our school and reduced
the negative impact of
157 people on the
environment by 73%.
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WE WILL CONTINUE OUR
ZERO FOOD WASTE

PROJECT AND THE NEW
SYSTEM WE WILL BRING

TO THE SCHOOL
THROUGHOUT OUR HIGH

SCHOOL LIFE, AND WE
WILL HAND IT OVER TO
ANOTHER GROUP OF

VOLUNTEERS AFTER US.

SKILLS AND LEARNINGS
WE GAINED


